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for

every marketer out there humble and generous
enough to do things right.
We need you.
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HERE’S THE DEAL
I don’t want to make money with this book, because the
ideas shared in here, by all the people who have contributed,
are urgent.
I’ve put my personal time and resources into this project,
because I believe somebody has to start doing something to
correct the path brands and YouTubers are traveling on
YouTube. That someone happens to be me.
This ebook is free, however, if you want to pay for it,
consider donating to Room to Read (they are doing
important work—you can help), or buy a paperback copy so
we can send them the benefits we obtain.
This is the charity to which I will make all donations:
1

Room to Read

 If we find a better way to contribute to the education of our society, we
might change the recipient of the funds.
1
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WARNING
This short book is the result of several months of work.
It’s designed to deliver actionable advice at the end and to
help you think through a successful collaboration with a
YouTuber.
Most of the book comes from a group of marketers who
share their opinions on the topic. All of them approach the
situation with different perspectives; the goal is not to get the
same idea from different people, but a variety of insights in
order to help define how to create a successful collaboration
between brands and YouTubers.
If you just want to know how to make successful collaborations
between brands and YouTubers, go to page 53.
You can also jump between chapters in the “BOOK 2”
section. But, if you don’t want to miss a thing, I recommend
you to read the whole book.
Let’s go!
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BOOK ONE
AN INTRODUCTION
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INTRODUCTION: WHAT COULD’VE
HAPPENED TO DISNEY
What Should Brands Do With YouTubers? It seems like a
simple enough question. The thing is, how many brands are
aware of the consequences of bad behavior on the part of a
YouTuber—not only in terms of branding, but also regarding
the impact in society?
Unlike almost any other site, YouTube can get out of
control quickly. A single video can lead you to another—then
another. Automatic reproduction takes you to one more, and
you end up wasting your time. Nonetheless, it's a terrific tool
for education. You can learn anything you want about a given
subject or any related issue. YouTube is also a fantastic tool
because it enables people to make money. They don't just
make money with ads (we’ll see how that ends), they also
have brands “paying for the party”.
YouTubers are brands—brands impacting millions of
people every day. YouTubers can spread ideas, and spread
them very quickly when companies get involved.
Such power puts a lot of responsibility on YouTubers,
YouTube, and brands.
7

Almost any disaster can be avoided if a good foundation
has been established between brands and YouTubers.
Let's consider an example:

PewDiePie: The YouTuber who could
have destroyed Disney

Relationships between brands and YouTubers are more
complicated than they seem. Companies open their hearts to
YouTubers, sometimes with the false promise of getting a
branding boost. But, all that glitters is not gold. In this case
study, a YouTuber, known as PewDiePie, decided (while
under the sponsorship of a Disney subsidiary) to start
spreading racist ideas to more than 50 million subscribers.
Disney didn't control the situation and it spiraled out of
hand.
PewDiePie is a Swedish YouTuber. At the beginning, he
published gamer videos for teenagers. He created a massive
list of 55 million subscribers on YouTube. He is, by far, the
biggest star on the platform to date.
Noticing his growth, Maker Studios (Disney subsidiary)
decided to help him run his business. Subsequently, he began
making videos in direct conflict to Disney’s core values. He
included Nazi messages in his videos, something you can bet
is out of line with Disney.
A few months ago, The Wall Street Journal, noticing Disney
and YouTube had not intervened, published an article2
accusing the YouTuber of nefarious behavior (like hiring
people to hold up signs saying, "Death to all Jews").
Following a request for comment from The Wall Street
2

www.wsj.com/articles/disney-severs-ties-with-youtube-star-pewdiepi
e-after-anti-semitic-posts-1487034533
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Journal, Disney cut ties with PewDiePie and categorized his
videos as “inappropriate”. YouTube also canceled the second
season of his streaming show.
Disney, a company standing for something different, took
a long time to cut its relationship with the YouTuber. There
were a lot of comments, blog posts, and forum threads
addressing the issue. Nobody could believe Disney didn't end
the relationship quickly. While the episode could have
destroyed a lot of companies, Disney didn’t experience any
problems. Still, the corporation put its brand at risk.
In the end, Disney didn't falter, but consider two things:
1. Bigger brands have fallen. Volkswagen lost a third of
its value when its emissions scandal was exposed. Every
brand stands in jeopardy.
2. Being a big brand is not always an advantage. At
the beginning, you may not notice any “noise”, but, over
time, your brand can suffer “death by a thousand cuts”.
The PewDiePie episode points to a power shift. A guy
with nearly 55 million subscribers has been able to form a
tribe that follows him... In other words, brands no longer
control the communication process. YouTubers do.
· · ·
This story is a must read for brands. Brands ought to be
careful—with two points in particular: (1) They risk their
trust and connections, critical things in today’s economy; and,
(2) Brands must exercise considerable caution, because
YouTube influences a great many people—especially younger
generations. Brands have to be very careful about how they
9

influence the education of these generations that grow up
watching YouTube videos.
This topic is not only about brands. It's also about the
responsibility born by brands, platforms, agencies, and
everyone in between. Each individual carries a level of
responsibility regarding the education of our society. Disney
side-stepped disaster, but the company could have avoided
risk all together. Brands must begin to take collaborations
with YouTubers seriously—brands must do things the right
way.
 And that’s the focus of this book.
So, What Should Brands Do with YouTubers?
That’s the question I’ve been asking to our group of
marketers in order to build this book. What you are about to
read in the next section are all the answers I’ve gathered from
various collaborators. Each of them delivers different
thoughts on the topic.
Before we get to the answers from the group, I’ll go first!
(Note: The following chapters contain the personal
opinions of our collaborators. I haven't edited them closely,
so here they are as they came to me.)

10

BOOK TWO
WHAT SHOULD BRANDS DO WITH
YOUTUBERS?
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“BY FAILING TO PREPARE, YOU’RE
PREPARING TO FAIL”
Here’s something to consider: Most brands face potential
problems due to a lack of homework.

Doing your homework is half the battle.

Homework represents the structure of your building. You
can have the fanciest furniture but, without a good structure,
sooner or later, your building will fall down.
Your brand is your building.
Before you sign up anything with a YouTuber, make sure
you check these points:
❏ What are you looking for in a YouTuber? Write it
down. It will give you a better understanding of what
you want, and you’ll know exactly what to expect
from her. Maybe you’ll discover you don’t need a
YouTuber after all.
12

❏ Find a complement for your brand. Important: a
complement, not a supplement. You want to add
something to your brand story in order to complete
it or to bring it to perfection. Make sure you find
YouTubers who can match up well with your story,
and, of course, who can connect you with the right
audience. This step prevents most brand shake-ups.
❏ Check your YouTuber’s past work. This point is
too often overlooked, but you can find patterns in
her behavior indicating exactly what to expect in the
future. Look for incidents, and try to predict her
behavior.
Do your homework, and do it right. You can’t skip it and
do it later. You can’t add a foundation after you have
completed your building!

Think in collaborators, not suppliers.

When a problem arises, it turns out that it’s not always the
YouTuber’s fault or a lack of homework. Sometimes bad
things happen because brands simply don’t understand
YouTubers and see them as merely suppliers in the
communication chain. Consequently, most brands fail to
understand this and end up with the wrong YouTubers.
After you’ve done your homework and found your
complement, you’ve got to trust the YouTuber. Let her do
the work. Think about the arrangement as a collaboration or
partnership. You are not just as hiring a supplier for your
company. She’s not a cog in your system, so let her do the
work. That’s why you wanted to work with her in the first
place, right?
13

China Market Thinking.

Too often, brands blind themselves with numbers, leading
to bad collaborations.
The thinking goes like this: “There are more than one
billion people in China, and if we just make a dollar annual
profit on each one…”
Or “This YouTuber has more than 50 million subscribers,
and if we just get a visit on each one…”
The idea of YouTubers with huge amounts of followers
looks sexy. But, big YouTubers are a problem.
It might work, but this path is extremely expensive—and
inefficient.
Instead of trying to latch on with wildly popular
YouTubers, find one within your niche and stick with her.
So, What Should Brands Do With YouTubers?
The answer is pretty simple, but not necessarily easy to
put into practice. Brands should: (1) Do their homework in
advance; (2) Think about YouTubers as collaborators, not
merely suppliers; and, (3) Remain humble and avoid the
“Chinese Market” trap.

14

Borja Moya

Creator of Tarsye. Daily blogger.
Freelancer on branding issues. Voracious
reader.
borjamoya.com
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ESSENTIAL PRINCIPLES FOR
UNDERSTANDING YOUTUBERS
Before we get started, an uncomfortable truth: most
people hate YouTubers.
A few years ago, I was giving a course in the Canary
Islands (Spain) and I mentioned a case study where another
team from my agency (Good Rebels) had launched a
campaign with a well-known YouTuber.
Half the class was raging: “You should not pay them. You
are ‘empowering’ that."
I understand by “empowering that” they meant
collaborating with people with massive audiences who
generate enormous attention, but who also, with few
exceptions, have problems to monetize it.
A group of young students who were studying for a
Masters in Digital Marketing, looked with disgust at the
“innovation” (it was a few years ago) of campaigning with a
YouTuber.
On the other hand, you’ve just got to read the comments
of any news service in the mainstream media to realize people
hate YouTubers. The collective imaginary only sees a young
guy who gets rich by making the imbecile in a video.
16

If we get into sponsorship, YouTubers are not especially
friendly. Given the recent fall in ad revenues on YouTube, an
increase in brand sponsorships has fanned the flames of the
debate. Are YouTubers a kind of lesser evil (at best) or, at
worst, a mere "prostitution" of the the audience?
With this scenario: Can brands make something happen
with YouTubers?
To answer that, we have to frame it in context:
1. We’re misunderstanding the term “YouTuber”. It
doesn’t just apply to a small group. The world
doesn’t end in Dulceida, Rubius or Wismichu3.
2. We are assuming sponsorships have to be horrible
things that screw up videos, kill creativity, and piss
off the audience.
Okay, it's possible you don’t think like that, but... my
feeling is that most people do.
So…
Should brands collaborate with YouTubers? And… run
ads on TV? In the Press? Adwords? Be on Snapchat? Create
content for their own blogs? Launch a newsletter?
Should a brand “advertise”? Communicate? Sell?
There’s never a single answer. There wasn’t before the
3

 Popular Hispanic YouTubers.
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Internet, and there’s not now. But, with each new sensation
(and YouTube is not so new), we always encounter the same
old existential doubt: What the hell are we gonna do with
this now?
The uncertainty affects everyone in marketing and in the
business world. You open a corporate account on Instagram
- it turns out people are actually using Snapchat. You switch
to Snapchat - it seems to deflate and people suddenly prefer
Instagram Stories. And on and on…
In the midst of constant novelty, of changing media, of
trends and noise, what we need are principles to guide us.

Principles, not rules

I can’t offer a precise checklist with the points to know
what to do with YouTubers. Instead, I can offer these
Principles to guide your decision-making:
1. Before acting, understand the phenomenon and the
people involved.
2. Do what adds value to your customers and users.
3. Be consistent and coherent with your brand values.
4. Seek situations where everyone wins.
If you can bring value to your customers by being
coherent with your brand and establishing a relationship in
which both your employees and your company benefit, then,
go for it.

Principle 1: Understand YouTube, it’s a
platform, not a medium

YouTube is big—so it almost defies description. Even
though most people associate this phenomenon with: 1)
18

videos of kittens; and, 2) pissed off teens talking to the
camera, the reality is richer and more complex.
There is life beyond the most viewed videos4: it’s a vital
ecosystem where you can learn how to tie your tie, review
history lessons, catch up on international politics, or start
learning Thai.
Key learning #1: If you want to understand YouTube,
you’ve got to use it.
___

Principle 2: Add value, find YouTuber
who can help and interest your audience

What basic need are you solving? For whom? If you know
the answers, you can search for YouTubers with audiences
similar to the one you are trying to reach. It’s very likely
someone is already talking about a theme relevant to you and
your audience.
If you are thinking, "I don’t see Rubius helping me find
clients for my agency," you’re absolutely right, but don’t
forget the previous point: the potential of YouTube.
It seems we forget that Khan Academy started with
videos on YouTube5. There are history videos amassing tens
of millions of views. We can find tutorials on how to fold
shirts, or videos on Circular Economy commissioned by the
Cotec Foundation to WhyMaps.
We’ve got to stop thinking YouTube is a fool's factory.
YouTube is not just for humor and mass consumer
products.

4
5

 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_most_viewed_YouTube_videos
 h ttps://www.theguardian.com/education/2013/apr/23/sal-khan-acad

emy-tutored-educational-website
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Key Learning #2: Find YouTubers who match with
what you do.
___

Principle 3: Be consistent and coherent

Don’t trivialize your value proposition to reach more
people. It’s not about adapting yourself to the YouTuber, and
he doesn’t have to “‘sell his soul to the Devil” to match with
you.
The biggest danger brands face in an environment where
new media and platforms appear at such a rapid rate is a loss
of identity.
Entering into a new platform or collaborating with a new
audience involves, to some extent, adaptation, but it
shouldn’t lead to "betrayal" of brand values.
Key Learning #3: Don’t do anything you wouldn’t do in
other channel just because you want to sign up a
collaboration with a YouTuber.
___

Principle 4: Empathy is key to collaborate
with a YouTuber

Understand the YouTuber. Generating an audience is
difficult. So is keeping their interest for years—and beyond.
Monetization is not easy either. Controversial changes to
YouTube's ad policy have shown how fragile the revenue of
content creators can be. Several YouTubers expressed (in a
rather comical way) their grief and disgust.
Something common unites them: they don’t want to
betray their audiences. With the revenue from ads
plummeting, sponsorships have emerged as a potential
income stream. Interestingly, most YouTubers want to avoid
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sponsorships.
Why would they avoid if it’s “easy money”? Because,
despite the prevailing image, YouTubers are not a group of
reckless teenagers getting rich by producing stupid videos.
Key Learning #4: If you are a brand and want to
collaborate with a YouTuber, you must respect his or her
audience.
___
After all… Can brands make something of value with
YouTubers?
Yes.
Next question.
Should they?
It depends: If you follow these principles, I’m sure
something fantastic will come from that collaboration. The
possibilities are worth exploring.
How can brands make something of value with
YouTubers?
Do things benefiting the YouTuber’s audience, the brand
itself, and the YouTuber.
Actually, we could stop with the first point: making the
YouTuber’s audience happy. If we have done our homework,
the audience of our brand will be happy, and YouTuber will
be jumping for joy.
The key to everything is to find the right YouTubers,
those with whom we share an audience.
Sometimes, the search is difficult—sometimes, it is
21

impossible. But I remain optimistic - every day will be easier.
To sum up, brands should…
● Know the audience. Go back to basics and ask what
need you are solving and for whom.
● Find YouTubers who fit your audience.
● Find ways to collaborate with YouTubers.
● Respect the YouTuber and, above all, his or her
audience.
It sounds easy, but it’s not.
We’ve got to open new pathways of communication and
we must collaborate.

Respect is key in any collaboration
between brands and YouTubers.

A YouTuber is not a page of a magazine where you place
an ad. A YouTuber is a person who, thanks to an immense
amount of work, has managed to generate a faithful audience.
We live in the attention economy and YouTubers have
achieved something miraculous: grasping and retaining
people’s attention.
Remember, do your best to understand the YouTuber:
she has worked hard to get where she is and, for her, the
audience is the most important thing. Collaborate. Don’t
impose your judgment. Leave her some creative freedom.
After all, she knows the audience.
A YouTuber's work is the result of being a TV presenter,
scriptwriter, publicist, and community manager. If you think
it's easy, try making a few videos.
22

There’s no experiment without cost

All of this is risky, of course. Brands have been gradually
losing control of the message in recent decades, and
collaborations with YouTubers are just another chapter in
this loss of control.
When we collaborate with YouTubers, we’re working
with people - people who have ego, interests and problems.
Is it easy?
No.
But, I think the challenge is worth it.
In the end, we live in a world where experimenting has a
cost, but the cost of not experimenting is even higher.

Iván Fanego

ivanfanego.com

Branded Content & Social Media
Strategist at ING. Founder of 2geeks1city.
Personally engaged in a new project,
AppCritic, trying to bring some light to
corporate software.
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TRUST
Even though we’ve been talking for a few years about
influencer marketing and YouTubers, the biggest boom is
happening right now. Influencers are gaining more
momentum, and it’s only going to increase, which leads us to
study the relationship between brands and YouTubers. It is a
two-way street where trust must flow in order to generate
credibility. But, brands don’t like anything related to a lack of
control. Still, they have already lost it.
Here is where I like to talk about micro influence: small
niches (that don’t reach thousands of people) allowing you to
expand your audience due to originality and a unique
personality. The audience latches on to a specific influencer
or series of influencers.
What many brands have not yet realized is YouTube
works differently from TV. When you copy a medium
without adapting to the context, the result is a mess.

TV vs. YouTube

When brands deal with YouTube, most problems arise
because of a lack of understanding on how YouTube works.
On TV, brands controlled the result. It was a passive
24

interaction. On YouTube, however, the viewer is only one
click away from another video. If your content is not
interesting, people will skip you and go elsewhere.
On TV, ads appear whether the viewer wants them or
not. Now, viewers decide if they want to tolerate ads, which
has led to a loss of control of what is said and it’s said.
Brands often try to tell YouTubers what to do—a
common mistake. If the YouTuber allows outside direction,
she can lose her credibility leading to a negative result for
everyone involved. For the YouTuber, it’s critical to know
how to make choices and to consider with whom they
partner (credibility issues).
After all, video is one of the best ways to communicate an
idea, a story. But, you have to let the YouTuber do his job.

YouTubers need trust

Brands don’t like anything involving a loss of control, but,
in reality, they’ve already lost it. Many times what they have is
a false sense of control. Owing to the structure of new media
channels, YouTubers have taken over communication.
Brands can manage what is said or what happens, but at
some point, they have to cede control and trust to the
YouTuber. When you hire someone, hire the best, and then
let him do what he knows how to do.
In addition, trying to say manage a YouTuber from a
cubicle is a mistake, especially if a brand doesn’t even know
how YouTube works.
In the end, if something goes wrong, the company should
show support for, and be aligned with, the YouTuber. Not
only should the company apologize, but the YouTuber
should also. In a crisis of reputation, if you take the right
measures, the public reacts well.

25

Deep down, reputation crises are overrated. In one way or
another, the brand ends up escaping. Bad things can happen
to anyone; it’s okay to be wrong. Nonetheless, brands must
put their most human face forward, take responsibility, and
look for a beneficial solution for everybody.

How to improve this relationship
1. Trust YouTubers. They have earned trust and are
the ones controlling and influencing the audience.
Their audiences follow them because of who they
are, not for the identity defined by a brand.
2. Look for context. Be aware of the context in which
YouTubers move. To avoid problems, define your
target exactly. Once you have established your
intended context, let the YouTuber do his job.
Problems and unforeseen events can happen, but brands
must select, and give their confidence to, the YouTuber who
best represents their target audience. Trust forms the basis of
any kind of relationship. Whether personal or professional,
trust is key to making it work.
Trust builds over time. Influencer marketing takes time as
well. Work daily to improve both—you are not looking for a
one-off action.

Juan Merodio

Blogger, Speaker & International Advisor.
Marketing and Digital Transformation.
juanmerodio.com
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YOUTUBE IS NOT LIKE TRADITIONAL
MEDIUMS
Traditional advertising doesn’t work anymore.
Interruption formats, either a spot jumping into a movie or a
banner blocking your reading, doesn’t yield the results it did
years ago on TV. Instead, we hear the advice and opinions of
others. It’s exactly the same type of marketing, but from a
different source. The recommendations no longer come from
your mother, but from an athlete, a singer or a model you
admire.
I don’t think there’s such a thing as a distinction between
TV and YouTube - I like to think more in an audiovisual
context. But, if we consider them separately, the differences
are very evident. They run the gamut from the type of
content to the business model, through the differences in the
form of consumption, interactivity and the social component
that YouTube has. The relationship between a brand and a
YouTuber also falls within those differences. Brands know a
YouTuber is probably much more profitable than a TV
celebrity in announcing a fast-moving product. But, one thing
is for sure, many YouTubers already feel more popular than
TV stars.
27

Today, there are still some brands trying to force feed
traditional models into new formats, and that’s a huge
mistake. If you plan to invest in YouTube with spots
designed to interrupt content before, during and after, stop
before you start.
In the end, brands suffering a shake-up on YouTube
haven’t done their homework. If a YouTuber tears you apart,
it’s because you’ve done something wrong. Either your
product wasn’t as good as you said, or you made a promise
you couldn’t keep. The best way to prevent bad things from
happening is to do things the right way, to be sincere, and to
be transparent. So:
1. Don’t think in YouTube as you did on traditional
mediums.
2. Stop repeating past mistakes.
3. Always tell the truth.

Javier Piedrahita

Founder of Marketing Directo..
marketingdirecto.com
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GIVE THEM FREEDOM (AND PAY THEM
WELL)
Before answering what brands should do with
YouTubers, the first thing to ask is why brands should or
shouldn’t interact with YouTubers.
Phrases such as "It’s on YouTube" or "Have you seen the
last video of…" are part of our lives. They have replaced the
last generations comment: "They said it in the news." Back in
2005, YouTube was a big change in communication, giving a
platform to hundreds of users who had something to tell,
while at the same time, offering content for audiences across
a wide spectrum.
However, we can’t call everyone who uses YouTube a
“YouTuber”. The term applies to a large number of content
creators who generally share the following characteristics:
●
●
●

They create original content, either video blogs,
unboxings,  tutorials, and other formats;
YouTubers publish on a regular basis; and/or,
They interact with an audience.
29

In addition, as we say in Spain, they do it "for art’s sake".
They spend their time thinking about the content they are
going to create, they record it, edit it, upload it to the
platform, and then interact with the audience. The
monetization of the audience—where brands would
enter—may or may not come later.
So, why should brands do actions with YouTubers?
For the specialization of the audience.
I dare to say every niche or hobby has YouTubers - from
YouTubers specialized in lifestyle, video games and makeup
tutorials, to videos where they show themselves eating. Some
reach as many as 1,400,000 views.
Making an ad for TV doesn’t ensure a brand will impact a
specific target audience even if it is launched in the
recommended hour. Nevertheless, brands still invest on TV.
By engaging with YouTubers, however—creating
something well-designed and focused—you can make ensure
you will impact an audience that is:
●
●
●

Interested in the product/service.
Segmented.
Measurable.

In addition, you’ve got to understand the work behind
each new video. YouTubers spend their time thinking about
the content they are going to create, record and edit, and
upload. They must also consider how to interact with the
audience. The difficult part is not the first or the second
video. The difficult part is to retain the audience members, to
publish with certain frequency, and to keep them engaged.
30

Whether we talk about video games, makeup, doing
tutorials on how to paint lead soldiers, unboxings, or simply
recording all your dinners in front of a camera, you must
engage an audience.
Once we understand collaboration with YouTubers is
not a quick trend and that collaborations actually help to
impact segmented and interested audiences in the
promoted content it can offer, what should brands do?
Lots of things (;P), but two things stand out. I think they
represent the axes around which everything can turn.
1. Give them creative freedom.
2. Pay them well.
These two points summarize a philosophy: the brand is
dealing with a content creator, with a person who devotes his
or her time to entertain and to excite others. Would you ask
an artist to put your giant logo on his last painting? Probably
not. The one who accepts such an assignment wouldn’t be a
good fit for your brand. Anyone with credibility and who
respected themselves as an artist, wouldn’t even consider it

The importance of creative freedom

Brands can’t afford everything, but we live in a world
somewhat more fluid than we did 20 years ago and we’ve got
to explore new ways of communication. Brands are
responsible for setting certain limits and communicating
them properly to YouTubers, but brands must also
understand the importance of creative freedom.
Why? Because it’s the YouTuber who knows the audience
best and what works, what her fans demand, and what
31

communication codes she has to use.
Do you want a YouTuber to repeat your corporate
message like a parrot or pose with your detergent while
smiling at the camera? Then you’ve chosen the wrong
channel. Any YouTuber with common sense would reject
your proposal.

Pay them well

There’s no reason to throw money down the drain, but
scratching until the last dollar is not the best way to treat a
person or to create a strong relationship. It’s paradoxical that
many brands never think twice about assigning millions of
dollars to campaigns on TV (with some questionable
measurements) but have to cut costs to the bone on other
platforms.
Alas, most YouTubers can't make a living on the
platform.
Even though some people just see popular YouTubers
like PewDiePie in Forbes List—and brands making a lot of
money with kids that throw them money when they release a
video—that's not the reality for most YouTubers. Most
YouTubers have difficulty making ends meet.

Tamara Lucas

tamaralucas.com

Consumer Insights Worldwide at The
Conversationalist Agency, She likes to talk
about technology innovations and new
consumer trends. Founder of 2geeks1city,
Trendwatching spotter and blogger.
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YOUTUBE: 100% ADDITIVES AND DYES
On April 23, 2005, YouTube’s first video was uploaded.
Yes, 2005. Today, 12 years later, 300 hours of video per
minute are uploaded and almost 5,000 million videos are
viewed every day. The new TV? YouTube is much more than
that.
YouTube is sick. Just as sick as TV. Given recent history,
perhaps more so. People condemn TV for commercialism,
everything revolves around advertising—nothing is
spontaneous—everything is designed either to get viewers to
buy a product or to change their perceptions. And, it is the
same on YouTube.
Brands have invaded every single channels of YouTubers.
There are few channels left that haven’t "sold their souls". In
the end, however, they have to make a living, of course, but
at what price?
Brands hire a YouTuber because of their connection with
the target audience, just one of the factors that should be
taken into account. The most important one—closeness
between brand values/philosophy, and those of the
YouTuber—is often forgotten. In the end, the goal is not
reaching an audience. The goal should be reaching an
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audience sharing your principles. That’s how you get "love"
between brand and audience.
Who is responsible for these contaminated relationships?
Every time there is a bad relationship with a YouTuber,
people tend to blame the brand, however, the fault should be
shared. One side carries blame for accepting the deal—the
other side for offering it without complete comprehension. If
one side enters into this cycle, there is no turning back. This
is how some YouTube channels get started with
“prostitution”.
But, more and more people are learning how to
differentiate between 100% natural content and content with
additives and dyes.
We know nothing is 100% natural. But, you get to decide
what kind of narrative you want to tell about your brand. In
the short term, in order to exist, maybe you need a bunch of
different brands with different values to be able to earn a few
thousand euros. But, at the narrative level, what are you
projecting to your audience? As a brand, there are several
unforgivable things:
●
●
●
●

Thinking of reach before values;
Thinking about the audience in demographic terms
rather than emotional ones;
Thinking about the name and not what it projects;
and,
Thinking about related YouTuber groups and not
about a well-considered, individual, ad-hoc projects
(Natural Storytelling vs. Campaign Storytelling).
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And as a YouTuber:
●
●
●

Thinking about money instead of what you are going
to transmit;
Thinking about the brand and its status and not what
it projects or generates in society; and,
Thinking of "the prize" and not what builds for you,
your brand.

Brands are wrong because they don’t analyze, they only
think in terms of “campaign”. Therefore, there’s a brutal
mutual infidelity: today with you, tomorrow with the other.
This must change. We must establish long-term relationships
with more natural narratives without thinking about products
and/or services, while trying to work the values to connect
these with audiences.

Lucas García

CEO & Founder of Socialmood. Lecturer
in some business schools. Speaker in
Digital Marketing and Entrepreneurship.
Tutor at startup programs and digital
consultant.
socialmood.com
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SOME KEYS TO KEEP IN MIND
Many brands tend to focus only on the number of
influencer followers. It’s more important, however, to know
their impressions and engagement ratio: demographic of the
audience and its affinity with the brand, as well as qualitative
characteristics such as the style of the channel and the type of
content it promotes.
Any campaign must be organic. It must fit with the
content of the channel in a natural way. Here are some keys,
you should keep in mind in communication campaigns with
YouTubers:
Find your soulmate
Each channel attracts a specific audience and your brand
can find the perfect YouTuber: one with an audience
matching your target and with whom you can make all sorts
of things like product placements, branded content,
sponsorships, participation in events, etc.
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Creativity is shared
Content creators know how to connect with their
audiences and what sorts of videos can work. It’s essential to
count on the ideas and creativity of the talent in combination
with those from your creative team.
This is not TV
There are so many formats thriving on YouTube, but you
must know what they imply. If you are going to be part of a
haul—a video in which a YouTuber explains several products
used for a certain period of time—you should know how
these videos work. Get to know the formats so you don’t
encounter any surprises!
Authenticity in messaging
Native digital talent reciting a script is not credible.
Prepare a video clip and point out how the brand should be
mentioned, but let the YouTuber express the message in his
or her own words.
Get ready to lose control
Trust in the creator's judgment. He knows how to
promote a video, what title, description, annotation or
miniature should put on it, and when it should publish. Talk
to the creator so you can reach a win-win agreement.
More is not necessarily better
Forget the concept that the more YouTubers within your
core target who talk about your product, the better results
you’ll get. In a same category, YouTubers’ audiences are
usually shared. Don’t impact the same audience in the same
way!
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Turn the YouTuber into an evangelist for your brand
Level up your campaign into a long-term collaboration,
keeping in touch, and making small campaigns throughout
the year. Build a relationship so the YouTuber can become
an ambassador for your brand!

Bastian Manintveld

Co-founder of 2btube, an agency of talent
representation and digital production.
linkedin.com/in/bastianm
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INFLUENCERS: THE KRYPTONITE OF
BRANDS
YouTubers have a lot of power! With a single video, they
can reach the consumers brands seek—especially when
brands have defined a target for a particular channel. But,
that’s another story. Is it easy to make a product a success
simply by collaborating with a YouTuber? Good question,
my friend! Keep reading, this interests you.

Does everything work on YouTube?

The truth is NO. If you are a faithful consumer of
YouTube content, you’ll see that... videos with hidden
advertisements for a product... have lots of critics! And,
YouTubers advertising products so blatantly not only
receive many critics, but also lose lots of followers as a
result.
In many cases, consumers consider YouTubers a "role
model", and at other times they consider them as a kind of
"friend", someone they trust. If they suspect their YouTuber
is advertising something without saying, it pisses them off,
and they say it. These users not only want to know
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everything about their YouTuber—from every detail of
her outfit, nail polish, makeup, up to brands of clothing,
food, furniture, places where she eats, etc.—but they also
want a relationship of trust and transparency.
Another change: Users no longer “blindly" follow a
person. If there’s something they don’t like, users won’t
hesitate to unsubscribe! After all, there are millions of
channels they can follow!

Changing the rules of the game

When we’re talking about making a collaboration with a
YouTuber, the strategy changes! If we don’t want our
advertising to be viewed negatively we can:
Create a more complete (and expensive) strategy.
The YouTuber can incorporate a product within his videos
(if it’s a lifestyle channel), as if the YouTuber uses the
product on a regular basis, of course, in a natural way.
Impact of diversification. If you want to get the best
out of your collaboration, you can achieve several impacts for
one product by doing: hauls, unboxings, reviews, contests.
This strategy would also include collaborations in other
networks (especially Instagram).
Warn users it’s a paid collaboration. Put in the title
#AD. In this way, you avoid the possible ranting of
followers. Some will even appreciate the warning!
In short, the truth is, YouTube is just the beginning.
The ways to consume, to connect and to interact, change
and evolve daily! Who would have told us seven years ago,
huh?
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Where and how will advertising be done in a few years? I
just can only imagine... I expect so many surprises!

Ana Miguélez

Head of Digital Marketing at Wakyma
linkedin.com/in/ana-miguelez-diez/
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10 GOLDEN RULES FOR BRANDS
COLLABORATING WITH YOUTUBERS
I'm not a huge expert on YouTubers but I know quite a
bit about brand strategy and its applications. The same logic
should be employed when working with YouTubers as with
any other influencers, celebrities or brand ambassadors.
Here's the list of my top 10 tips for brands.
1. Start with your objectives. What do you want to
achieve? Why do you think you need YouTubers? Is it
because you need to better penetrate a niche or is it because
your competitors are working with them and you don't want
to miss out? Of course, the other reason makes no sense
whatsoever. Start with KPIs, then look for someone who can
help you achieve them.
2. Remember that YouTube is still a youth-skewed
medium. If your core target audience are 40-year-olds, then
be realistic regarding what you can accomplish with
YouTubers. More brand love in the 18–24 demo? Yes.
Increase in sales? No.
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3. Find the right YouTubers. Their popularity and
reach is one thing, but how they fit into your strategy is quite
another. You seriously don't want a wellness blogger to
promote your energy drink, even if she has millions of
followers. Mismatch will lead to a lack of credibility.
4. Do your homework, investigate your target
YouTubers. Find out what their opinions are and check out
their story. The internet doesn't forget. Consider the most
stupid thing they could possibly do and evaluate whether it
poses a risk to your brand's reputation. Are you ready to take
that risk?
5. Brief your YouTubers, then leave them alone. Once
you find people whom you can trust and are a good fit for
your brand, explain to them what your goals are and how you
would like the brand to come across. Then disappear and let
them do their job. They are professionals, after all. You want
their work for your brand to look natural, not forced.
6. Long-term projects have a higher value than
one-offs. Even if a video is going to be watched by a few
million people, it will be soon forgotten. Think how you can
work with the YouTubers of your choice in the long run.
7. Never hide the fact that it's a commercial
cooperation. People deserve to know it and if you are not
upfront about it and they find out, the trust is lost.
8. Treat your chosen YouTubers with respect and
expect the same for yourself and your team. Don't work
with assholes, even if they are massively popular.
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9. Negotiate with them like you would with anybody
else. Compare pricelists, see what makes financial sense to
you, and expect concrete results. This collaboration needs to
be beneficial for both sides.
10. Measure and evaluate. Check, on a regular basis,
whether the collaboration is continuing to help you achieve
your brand KPIs and marketing goals. If not, rethink your
strategy.

Magda Adamska

Founder and managing director of
BrandStruck, an online database of global
brand strategy case studies.
brandstruck.co
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THE POINT OF VIEW OF
NEUROSCIENCE
YouTube was the second most used social network in
2017 behind Facebook. According to data from Google
Activate (Google Spain), in 2018, two-thirds of all mobile
content will be in video, and investment budgets have
increased 66% in this medium during 2016. These numbers
make YouTube an interesting social network for brands
explaining why brands decided to invest more money in
advertising. Advertising is materialized in contracts with
YouTubers (the ones with more subscribers) and in paid
advertisements appearing in related content.
One of the peculiarities of this type of media is the
possibility YouTubers and their followers have to write
comments about previous experiences and record opinions
about products or services. Considering that 90% of buyers
trust the opinions of other users, it is necessary for brands to
monitor what users say in social networks constantly.
From the point of view of neuroscience, a brand is "the
totality of stored synaptic connections… a web of connecting
neurons that fire together in different patterns"(Gordon and
Ford-Hutchinson).
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The more a stimulus is repeated, the stronger the synaptic
connections or connections between neurons will be.
Apparently they are separate from each other, but they
generate patterns and activate together when a stimulus
occurs. Thus, a person who watches YouTube videos on his
or her phone (in order to disconnect during a work break at
noon) will probably experience the activation of a neural
network in the brain when he sees the YouTube logo. He
mentally links YouTube with videos, mobile phone, fun, and
work break. For another person, those associations will be
different. The more times a person repeats the behavior of
watching videos at the break, the stronger the junctions
between neurons. This is how the brain works.
For businesses, the connections of their users (or buyers)
are based on previous experiences with the brand that are
created through different contact points (Alina Wheeler).
These contact points include websites, a YouTube channel
where a brand is mentioned—even up to the point of sale.
Knowledge and control of each of these points of sale are
essential to guarantee a unified proposal in which the
experience is equally satisfactory, regardless of the original
point of contact. Such an understanding will ensure the
proper transmission of attributes and brand values. The
brand will be the result of the contact between the user or
consumer and each of the points of contact with the
company. EVERYBODY.
Brand image is not the result of the punctual interaction
with a company, but the result of previous experiences with
it. Something reinforced or modified depending on a future
interaction, which generates or reinforces the neural patterns.
This is a positive point for companies having difficulties due
to the lack of control with YouTubers or the gaps where
algorithms locate their ads on YouTube. The good news is, if
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those "flaws" are just momentary, they won’t modify the
brand image. They won’t be permanent because the synaptic
connections are much stronger than the previous contacts
with the brand.
On the other hand, one of the best ways to alter these
patterns is emotion. Seeing the Disney Corporation related to
racial violence is shocking to say the least. Some experts
claim marketing is synonymous with branding today. "If I
had to split this business, I would give it the land and the
facilities and I would keep the names of the trademarks, and I
would be better off than you" (John Steward, Co-founder
Quaker Oats).
Considering that a brand is the most powerful asset of a
company despite its immaterial nature (Marcelo Ghio), it is
necessary to take special care of contact points between users
and companies generating any experience. It’s necessary to
consider some basic branding concepts to make the equation
beneficial to the brand. There must be a strategy guiding
decisions throughout the company and bringing consistency,
transmitting the chosen values, and attributes. The
materialization of any strategy will be the brand’s activation
because, with the media selection, users can create their own
brand perception based on the information the company
provides. Here is where YouTube enters the scene.
It’s also necessary to review and to make corrections in
order to avoid deviations or interferences in the
communication of desired values and brand attributes.
To sum up, recent disagreements between brands and
YouTubers don’t have to have a permanent negative impact
on users, because they would have to extend in time to be
able to modify the existing patterns or neural networks.
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So, what should you, as a brand, do with YouTubers?
Be aware of the importance of your brand, know how the
consumer’s mind works when you build your brand’s
image—stimulus won’t change a neural pattern, but will be
stronger if it produces emotion—and fight for it to ensure
the desired values and attributes are achieved, by continually
reviewing if the chosen gaps favor the proper creation of
brand perceptions.

Ana Reyes

Marketing and Neuromarketing lecturer at
King Juan Carlos University in Spain
linkedin.com/in/anareyesm/
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BRANDS, YOUTUBERS AND
ADVERTISING. THE DEFINITIVE
COCKTAIL?
21st century. At least that’s what they say. Advertising has
turned around in recent years and evolved into an uncertain
future. Harsh for some, juicy for others. Is this the end of
advertising creativity as we know it? Or ... the beginning of a
new era?
Digital mediums and social media represent the new
golden kingdoms of the sector, and those who take advantage
of opportunities here have the crown at their feet.
But, new channels and the eagerness of agencies and
brands to dominate them are provoking, in many cases, a
decay in the quality of the campaigns.
The new chain is very simple to understand: Influencer
with followers → Brands want notoriety → Agencies do
actions for these followers → Reach many people with basic
content.
YouTube is now in control, and has built a community
that needs the platform to subsist (they have no other shelter
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nearby). YouTube - after creating its community by offering
juicy incentives to the most popular content creators - has
decided it is time to cut the supply since it no longer has the
need to pay money to a community that would be harmless
without the platform (and vice versa).
A very smart move by the video giant, and at this tipping
point, YouTubers have been forced to collaborate with
brands to maintain their incomes. The war is served on a
silver platter, and there are no rules.
Save (serve) yourself!
This digitization process not only affects the virtual
sector, but is also changing the consumption habits of each
and every one of us, as well as the way we relate to brands.
The latter knows it and takes advantage of YouTube channels
pushing influencers to repeat over and over again how
wonderful their products are... but... then... does the way
companies advertise really change? Or, is just the channel
changing?
The phenomenon "money follows eyeballs" is invading
the sector. And, if the consumer looks at the white play, then
we go there.
The problem appears when the fact of "being
somewhere" is the end, not the consequence. In a very short
period of time, content generators have gone from hope to
feeling like the status quo is absorbing alternative digital
channels.
A while ago, "you were there" because you deserved it.
The public put you there. You did something big, funny, or
different. People talked about you - you were a trend. Now
"you are there" because you pay for it.
You know. One of the banners continually flying in our
sector is the differentiation flag. We need to be unique, to be
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special. But, what happens when everyone - in order to be
special - does the same thing?
The Internet is suffering a TV process.
I want to appeal to brands, creators, and agencies...
Partners in Profession, we live in an unprecedented time,
with a fast, direct, and volatile chain of communication. We
have in our hands tools (like YouTube) with which we can
change the world. I'm not crazy (or maybe I am… I don’t
know), but we have communities of millions of users thirsty
for content. We can impact them in order to achieve social
evolution and awareness of the needs of our world. We can
actually do advertising differently, for real.
Think about it. A while ago, governments were
overthrown in the streets, social changes were produced in
the squares, and information was transmitted by bicycles.
Now, changes are forged on the Net, news rides on little,
blue, tweeting birds, and we have the power. Let not our
beloved advertising become the end, let not the lions corner
us in the sand and dazzle our retinas making us look with
fuzzy eyes towards the future of the sector.
Brands and awareness are not incompatible.
Advertising is the ''medium'', YouTube is the tool... our
ideas are gunpowder. Let's make a better world! LET’S
CREATE!

Agus Scab

Creative Director at ‘’El Despacho de
Kotler’’. Blogger & Marketing  consultant.
facebook.com/agusscabcreativo
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BOOK THREE
NOW WHAT?
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THE TO DO LIST
You’ve read all the pieces of wisdom each collaborator
has shared... Now what?
Instead of just showing you all the “arguments” around
the relationships between brands and YouTubers, we want to
make it easy for you. So, we’ve compiled a list of directives.
Here, you can get everything you need to create a successful
collaboration with YouTubers:

#1 Complement Your Story
●

Find the kind of YouTuber who adds something to
your brand’s story, who completes it or brings it to
perfection.

●

Avoid YouTubers who weaken your story.

●

Find YouTubers with whom you have a common
audience.
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#2 Understand the Context
●

What’s behind the collaboration?

●

Identify the implied people and understand their
needs.

#3 Add Value
●

Seek win-win situations.

●

Find ways to always add value for the audiences
(yours and theirs).

#4 Be Consistent
●

A great collaboration needs time to be built.

●

Don’t constantly change your story. The best way to
create brand awareness with YouTubers is by being
consistent with your story.

●

Seek long-term collaborations that give you the
power of consistency.

●

Find YouTubers who help you to keep your rhythm.
(In case of doubt, see #1.)
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#5 Tell the Truth
●

Always. If you’re doing a promotion, say it.

●

If it’s a paid collaboration, be honest and open.
People have the right to know.

●

If you lie to them, you’ll lose them forever.

#6 Respect and Trust
●

Respect the audience. They’re donating their time
and attention to you. Give them something
worthwhile in exchange.

●

Trust and respect the YouTuber.

●

Treat the YouTuber as a partner, not a cog for your
system.

#7 Creative freedom
●

Let the YouTuber do the work the way she wants.
She knows her audience, and what works with them.

●

If you can help, help. If not, stay on the sidelines.

(You can get a workbook to help you go through these
points. Just send me an email at borja@tarsye.com or go to
tarsye.com/gift)
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HOW TO CREATE A SUCCESSFUL
COLLABORATION: THE NIKE & CASEY
NEISTAT WAY
Casey Neistat is one of the most successful
YouTubers—one of the few worth watching. Now he’s quite
famous, but there was a time when he was only known by a
small group of people. Even though some of his early videos
put him on the map, his collaboration with Nike really
skyrocketed his career—thanks to a successful collaboration.
Back in 2012, Nike saw some of the viral videos Casey
had produced and engaged him to do some commercials for
the Nike FuelBand featuring the slogan “Make It Count”.
Nike wanted something bigger than just a video or two,
so they asked him “What would you do? How much money
would you need?”
In a talk6, Casey Neistat explained what he did next:

6

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vyM4P3jXToA
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Casey Neistat:
“I gave them some ideas for some videos, that they loved.
The gig was to make three videos, and I scripted for all three
of them.
“I spent like four months making the first two videos.
And they were great…
“So it came the time to make the third video, and I called
my editor [Max Joseph] and said: «Maxi, instead of making
the video that I wrote I have this other idea. It’s not really an
idea for a video, I just think it’ll be a fun way to spent their
budget… Just disappear within the next couple of weeks... So
let’s just go to the airport and buy a plane ticket to wherever
the next flight out is, then would go to that place and do it
again. We just kept doing that until we completely run out of
money.» That’s what we did.”
Casey wanted to do something bold, something original
with his Neistat mark
According to the story7, Casey never informed Nike about
any of his plans—he just made the video. Whether true or
not, nothing would have happened had Nike not done its
homework on YouTubers.
Let’s see what led it to a successful collaboration:

1. Nike found a complement for its story

Casey Neistat’s brand was a complement for Nike’s
brand, not a substitute. A complement adds something to a
brand’s story. A complement bring completion or perfection.
Instead of providing a weak substitute, Casey Neistat
reinforced Nike’s message.
 You can watch the video here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WxfZkMm3wcg
7
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Subsequently, Nike dramatically increased the chances of
establishing a successful collaboration.

2. Trust is everything

Without trust, you can’t perform. You need to trust a
YouTuber as much as anyone else with whom you work.
Otherwise, why would you hire the person in the first place?
You only hire reliable people.
Alas, too few brands trust YouTubers. If you don’t trust a
particular YouTuber, don’t establish a working relationship.
Nike trusted Casey by giving him the money in advance
(for them it was peanuts, but they knew it was the right way)
and freedom. In fact, when Casey didn’t show the video until
the end, Nike said: “We trust you, we don’t have to see it.”

3. Nike stayed on the sidelines

Nike gave Casey freedom to do the work the way he
wanted. He’s the best at what he does. Without freedom and
trust, however, the end product would have suffered.
“It doesn’t make sense to hire smart people and then tell
them what to do; we hire smart people so they can tell us
what to do.” — Steve Jobs
Even when the video was a hit, Casey asked permission to
do some interviews to tell the story. Nike agreed:
Casey Neistat:
“Before I posted that I said to them: do you guys mind of
me telling the story that you didn’t say this was okay? And
they were like «this is why we wanted to work with you,
man.» And that’s why Nike is Nike. But more than that, it
was a real sort of validation of what it means to follow your
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instincts... and that’s a very risky way to do that.”
Nike stayed on the sidelines and let Casey take the credit.
Admirable.

4. There’s no
promotional video

reason

to

hide

a

There are so many videos on YouTube clearly containing
hidden promotions. Even though it used to be okay, people
have the right to know. In fact, when people discover the
“hidden promotional plot”, the scheme backfires, the
company loses public trust, and the YouTuber loses
credibility.
Nike was smart enough to create branded content and to
let the strategy takes it course.
Casey Neistat:
“That video was a huge smash hit. It was viral and it was
all over the place… It brought me into the interview and
Nike had this entire marketing strategy behind it [a series of
videos around him] and they cancelled everything, they said
«we had to let this go, we haven’t seen anything takes off like
this.»”
The key lay in Nike’s determination to find the right
YouTuber and to work for a good collaboration. Imagine
what would have happened if the same video with the same
coverage ended up containing a hidden commercial? It would
have been bad for Nike, and worse for Casey Neistat.
The best strategy is not to hide a thing and to respect the
audience. It’s not only the right thing to do… You can bet
it’s profitable, too!
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When the video was released, it was the most watched
video Nike had ever put on the Internet. And, today the visits
on YouTube still count.
There were so many factors contributing to the
campaign’s success, but without a clear understanding about
YouTubers, nothing would have worked.
Maybe Casey is right, and that’s why Nike is Nike.
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A GIFT FOR YOU
First off, thank you for taking the time to read this short
book. If you’ve come this far, you have a better
understanding of how to make successful collaborations
between brands and YouTubers. But, that’s not enough.
Now it’s time to put these thoughts into practice. And to
make things easier, I want to offer you something.
For a workbook filled with questions worth taking the
time to answer before starting any collaboration, just send me
an email at borja@tarsye.com. You can also go to
tarsye.com/gift.
I hope we can continue this conversation about how to
improve the relationship between brands and YouTubers.
And, I hope you decide to join us and to help us change
YouTube.
If you want to join us, just email me, or go to
tarsye.com/join.
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A FINAL WORD
This book originally designed to be longer, but along the
way, we discovered less is more. In hindsight, I’m glad it’s
not a 200-page book. This short book may be the best way to
make the changes we seek.
I want to thank every collaborator who participated.
Without you, this book would not have been possible.
Alas, when we decided to make this book shorter, some
people couldn’t be included (no hard feelings), but I want to
thank you as well.
If you have a new idea we’ve missed, post it on your blog!
And, email me the link. I’d love to read it.
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ABOUT TARSYE
Tarsye is a community of marketers who want to level up
and do good and ethical marketing on YouTube.
We're on a mission to change YouTube.
We are a committed group of marketers rewriting the
marketing practices on YouTube, and fighting the
TV-Industrial Complex that rules our work and ends up
corrupting it.
We believe in challenging the status quo. We believe if we
do things differently, we'll get different results. The only way
to initiate change is by putting people first and working from
the inside.
We're on a mission to confront the TV-Industrial
Complex corrupting the Internet. We're doing this by helping
marketers to level up and to build brand strategies without
interrupting or spamming people.
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FIND THE OTHERS

The main purpose of this book is to establish some best
practices between brands and YouTubers. It also gives you
the opportunity to start a conversation with somebody you
care about and to share with him or her a copy of this book.
In the end, that's the beauty of books, because the act of
sharing them and starting conversations around them is
priceless.
Who should read this book next?
Feel free to forward this or post it, but please don’t sell.
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BORJA MOYA is a marketer who notices things for a

living. He’s the creator of Tarsye. In his personal website,
borjamoya.com, he writes a daily blog where he talks about
marketing, brands and change. He’s also a freelancer on
branding issues.
Borja is known as a voracious reader, and has a popular
reading list where he shares the books he reads.
Want to contact him? borja@tarsye.com.
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